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Sarah’s 5 R’s of Teaching
(That have actually worked!)

+ Relational
+ Respectful
+ Real
+ Reflective
+ Responsive
Relational

Be clear on who you are
Be honest about expectations
Create openings
Be honest about the present moment
Respectful

Be curious
Position their expertise
Invite connections
Teach the person in front of you
Real

Concepts in context
Real-world impacts
Tell them “why”

Patron Collection with Program or Curriculum

**Purpose:** Giving patrons access to materials is what librarianship is all about. In order to have something to give, you need to get the materials! This assignment offers you experience selecting materials that meet the needs of users and stays within a limited budget. And once you have the materials, you need to connect people with those materials. One way we do that is by having activities related to, or interacting with, part of the collection. This assignment also offers experience planning a program or curriculum to meet a need or interest in your community. For examples created by previous students, visit the Patron Collection with Program or Curriculum Examples page.
Reflective

Step back (because you can)
Meta-moments
Admit mistakes
What’s changed?
Responsive

Mix up feedback sources
It’s not all about you
Consider the purpose of assignment
Bend so you don’t break
Thank You
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